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Blistering Texas Heat and Sagging Economy Forces Property Owners to Adopt  

NASA Science to Reduce Utility Bills and Improve Comfort 

Houston, Texas (TransworldNews) August 24, 2011 – Insuladd is a ceramic micro-capsule 

insulative powder-like product that was originally created by NASA and later 

developed under the NASA Shared Technology Program.   

Private enterprise was able to adopt the technology for residential and commercial 

application. How?  The same ceramic material science that protected shuttle fuel 

tanks for re-use when they would normally burn up at approximately 3,000 degrees 

Fahrenheit when exiting the Earth’s atmosphere, now protects buildings when added to 

ordinary exterior or interior paint. 

The concept is simple.  Mix a bag of Insuladd into a gallon of paint and apply to 

walls (interior and exterior); especially, where heat radiates through walls and 

ceilings (2-coats recommended) and see interior temperatures drop.   

“The technology makes residential and commercial buildings noticeably cooler for 

basically the cost of the paint and Insuladd,” says Larry Haines, President and CEO 

of Sunconomy (a company founded to help build “net zero” living spaces). “We have 

enjoyed getting feedback from our clients who have tried it and realized the heat 

drop even before we measured with our heat-sensing devices.”   

“A drop in heat of up to 25 degrees makes an impact in the interior comfort of metal 

work buildings and residential homes,” says Mr. Haines.  “When temperatures drop, so 

do electricity bills in the summer and gas bills in the winter, the product also 

insulates structures in the winter keeping the heat in,” says Larry. 

“My electricity bill was over $600 dollars last month at our 3,000 square foot home,” 

says Steve Levine, a Houston area resident. “We didn’t want to re-insulate the entire 

house with foam, fiberglass, nor did we have the budget to replace our windows or 

place sun-blocking film to reduce heat transfer, so we were curious about Insuladd.” 

Insuladd guarantees at least 10% reduction in annual heating and cooling bills 

(actual results vary depending on the appliances used in the home, number of 

televisions, and business environment requiring computers, printers, etc.).  To learn 

more about the advantages of Insuladd, please visit:  www.Insuladd.org 
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